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Dear Planning Inspectorate,
In support of the Organizations who have objected to an extension of the planning process until
July 2021, I also object to the manner in which this matter is being conducted.
Since the announcement of a delay, Scottish Renewables are ploughing ahead with their plans
regardless of protocol or any planning limitations which might be appropriate for their
activities.
They claim that their work will be carried out with the greatest environmental sensitivity;   well,
they have started off right at the beginning of the bird nesting season.   Is that a good start and
can SPR be trusted to do the right thing? They have started to break up an already fragile
coastline, close inshore; they have started boreholes near to Ness House and Wardens which go
way below the aquafer level that feeds into their Well Water supply, they have plastered the
area with traffic control signs which have permission to remain in situ until September 2022;
they have blocked the official cycle route to and from Sizewell Nuclear Power Stations with a
plethora of 30mph. speed limit signs (but have also introduced delimit signs into Sizewell
Hamlet and along Sizewell Hall Road which is an unsurfaced track full of potholes – both
dangerous locations because of traffic movements and a blind bend into the village.
Where is the democratic process in all this? How can Scottish Renewables be permitted to
continue in this vein? Or is this happening because Scottish Renewables have already been given
“the nod” despite going through months of a public planning enquiry at great expense to all
involved, mentally and monetarily.
Many hundreds of people have put their hearts and souls into this Planning inquiry in an effort to
save this precious part of East Suffolk – the most beautiful part of East Suffolk – from uncaring,
unnecessary and massive industrial development which is going to ruin, or already has ruined,
the lives of those who were lucky to live here, not to mention saving our AONB which should be
sacred.
In the name of common sense, please introduce an offshore ring main and bring to an end these
ruinous land based schemes that cause so much distress to so many people, most of whom
would surely support wind energy, done in the right way.
Yours faithfully,
Susan Seabrook
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